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About This Content

Take Borderlands 2 to the next level. The Ultimate Vault Hunter’s Upgrade lets you get the most out of the Borderlands 2
experience. This pack includes level increases up to level 61. Play through the game again with access to new weapons, gear and

more. The Ultimate Pack is part of the Borderlands 2 Season Pass, now offering even more value for the price!
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Title: Borderlands 2: Ultimate Vault Hunters Upgrade Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2013
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean
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When people say that in war "bullets fly", they're not wrong. And this game is faithful to that. It doesn't matter where you aim
at, bullets will fly and hit all around your target until they hit it. Of course it's a nightmare, but adds a nice athsmosphere of truly
being in the front line and having to use 100 bullets to hit an enemy. Best moment in the game: when a HUGE piece of metal
passed by flying because of an explosion nearby. I tried to dodge it. In real life.. Really liked this little game! Short but worth
the price, especially on sale. Not overly challenging and the end of the game was very satisfying. I will look forward to more
games by this developer.. As a puzzle game, Escape Goat 2 is well-made, and offers the full scope of difficulty from its stop-
and-think first half to its more technically challenging second half. The game encourages cautious exploration, poking
unlabelled buttons from a distance and looking before you leap. A quick-restart button keeps things flowing smoothly even after
a failure.

As a platformer, Escape Goat 2 is competent in what it sets out to do, communicating well which jumps can be made and which
cannot. There are a couple levels that try far too hard to be Super Meat Boy in terms of demanding technical execution, but
fortunately these are restricted to a handful of later levels and the secret levels which I skipped over without remorse.. This is a
solid arcade racing game. I gave season mode a try and it was pretty fun. Driving physics are better than I expected and the AI
drivers were pretty good themselves. I might try the online trials later but its pretty good for the price and is definitely worth it..
The Art, the game play make this game worth playing. Only one problem, The Story! I understand whats going on but I don't
understand the world this game trying to show me. It's a world with clock robots, ok, what's the point? Poor Robot wants to
improve his life. ok cool, but tell me more about this world please, besides it runs on clocks. I'm recommending this game but
this game's story needs to greatly improve.
. Wooo!
Warlocks is a side-scrolling platform beat-em-up with local co-op, some great (but sometimes repetitive) music, cool levels to
jump about and wreak havoc on, and a loot system so you can constantly upgrade your warlock while you play!
Engaging and enraging boss fights, unique warlock abilities and pretty pixel explosions makes this a must-play.
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As you can see, I have only a few hours logged - that's how long I spent giggling like a maniac at all the colours on my screen
while I beat the story. In a couple of hours. :(
It made me sad when the levels stopped, because the bosses were challenging, the loot actually made me think about what I want
to keep on my character and what I should sell, and god damn, Darth Rainer is fun.
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This is a very playable and good-looking Dwarf Fortress and Minecraft crossover. Despite plans to leave early access in a few
weeks, it is still unfinished, rather buggy, and a bit rough from a UI and AI perspective. I believe these attributes to be an
unintended hommage to the original Dwarf Fortress.

My perhaps biggest concern is that it has obvious scalability issues. Three additionally hired Dwarfs on top of the starting set of
five, around an hour into the game, kill FPS to a grinding halt on my box. Another gotcha: Many of the frequent updates are not
backward compatible with older save games, so essentially you start from scratch after each update. I guess that's one way to
avoid the performance issues.

I still give it a thumbs-up for providing a pretty authentic feeling Dwarf Fortress experience good for some casual experiments
on Dwarfs in their natural habitat. Also the developers deserve sympathy for open-sourcing the code and letting players fix the
bugs themselves.

Objectively this game is not worth the amount it is priced at in its current state. But I guess the warm fuzzy feeling of supporting
a group of dwarf aficionados in their foolhardy attemt to reimplement Dwarf Fortress really is priceless. Also: Things are
improving with every release.. This game is incredibly fun, has a solid learning curve and gets more difficult as you continue
throughout. Has a nice casual aspect but also adds the ability to speed run if your into that kinda thing.. WE NEED A MONSTA
TA CLOBBA THAT DARE SKULLGIRLA!!!. AlpenCROSS is a delightful game, with the feeling of small-shop development,
and many delightful misspellings of American words.

Watch the Store Page trailers to see what you are (aren't) getting (i.e. Descenders.) AlpenCROSS is as much about enjoying
nature as it is biking.

As far as I can tell in such a brief time, LOTS of content to unlock. More to come, but I wanted first impressions to be
presented without delay.

Thank you.. I played this for almost 3 years,
Pros:
- the community is very gently
- the scenarious are beautifull
- music is excellent
- mechanic of 3 tons is nice

Cons:
- you will take a long run before running in the nice things of the end game if you don't have anyone to power level you.
- the game will burn your cash fast ! TOO FAST !
- the support is bad
- the variety of tons you have, you will aways see a lot of the same power unity and will not see many units that lack power, so
basicaly in the end game you will see a variety of 7~8 combinations of chars.
- some mechanics of daily global event are a bit bad because the time you have, like to grab a buff of atack and def for 24h you
have some minutes only.
- you will experience a frustration of drop rate never seen before.
- scenarious are nice, but in the end you will run into 4~5 scenarious forever and ever.
- since i know the game always had server problem and aways will have.

particular one - after a company and a server change ( game first to T3 ) i cannot migrate my account and lost all, it was 3 years
now, and yet i can't login in the game cause the game say i'm elegible to account transfer.
so the game is a nice experience but i think i will never recomend this.. Adds plenty of grimy buildings but also some nice
looking ones too.
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